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Unit 10
Section One: Reading Comprehension

The Data Communications
Channel: Data Highways
A communications channel is the medium through
which digital information must pass to get from one
location in a computer network to the next. Most
people use colloquial terms for communications
channel, such as line, link, or pipe.
Communications channels link PCs, servers, and
other devices in an organization’s network.

They provide links between networks, whether
across, down, or on the other side of the world.
And, they enable you, other individuals, and
companies to access the Internet, which, itself,
is made up of a variety of communications
links.
Transmission Media: Wires and Wireless
A variety of communication channels, some
made up of wires and some without wires,
carry digital signals between computers. Each
is rated by its channel capacity or bandwidth.

The channel capacity is the number of bits a
channel can transmit per second. In practice,
the word baud is often used interchangeably
with bits per second. Technically speaking,
however, it is quite different. But if someone
says baud when talking about computer-based
communications, that person probably means
bits per second.

Twisted-Pair Wire: Still Growing in Capability
Twisted-pair wire is just what we think of as regular
telephone wire. Each twisted-pair wire is actually two
insulated copper wires twisted around each other. At
least one twisted-pair line provides POTS (plain old
telephone services) to just about every home and
business. Telephone companies offer different levels
of twisted-pair service (see Table 10-1). All
companies offer voice-grade service. The other two
services listed below may or may not be available in
your area .

• POTS. When you call the telephone company
and request a telephone line, it installs POTS.
This analog line permits voice conversations
and digital transmissions with the aid of a
modem. Traditional modem technology permits
data transmission up to 56 K bps.
• ISDN. Some applications demand a higher
channel capacity than that available over
voice-grade lines. One alternative, which can
be delivered over a POTS line, is Integrated
Services Digital Network (ISDN), a digital
service.

The ISDN line terminates at an ISDN modem
(internal or external). The ISDN modem is then
connected to a port on the computer. The ISDN
line enables data transmission at 128 K bps, more
than twice the speed of the fastest analog modem.
The ISDN modem allows the line’s channel
capacity to be split such that one channel can
carry a voice conversation while the other
supports an electronic link between computers.
ISDN lines have become popular for
telecommuters who work at home but need to be
networked to their office’s computer system.

Transmission
Media

Service and/or Channel Capacity

Twisted-Pair

POTS
(56 K bps)

ISDN
(128 k bps)

Cable TV

1 to 10Mbps
(one way or two way high-speed)

Satellite

500 K bps to 48 M bps
(one way or two way high-speed)

ADSL
(1 to 9 M bps)

Table 10-1. Popular Internet Access Options for Individual Users.
The overwhelming majority of users still link to the Internet
via POTS at a maximum speed of 56 K bps, but. Increasing
numbers are moving to higher- speed options as they become
available at reasonable prices.

• ADSL. Another technology, Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line (ADSL), has made it possible to
receive data over POTS lines at 1.5 to 9 M bps
(the downstream rate in megabits per second). In
a few years, the downstream rate will be 52 M
bps. The upstream rate (sending) is 16 to 640 K
bps. Like ISDN, ADSL requires a special modem.
ADSL opens the door for some amazing
applications to be delivered over POTS lines.
Applications include support for full- motion
video, very high-speed transfer of graphics, and
real-time applications involving a group of online
participants.

Coaxial Cable

Most people know coaxial cable as the cable in
‘cable television’. Coaxial Cable, or ‘coax’ ,
contains electrical wire (usually copper wire)
and is constructed to permit high-speed data
transmission with a minimum of signal distortion
. It is laid along the ocean floor for
intercontinental voice and data transmission; it’s
used to connect terminals and computers in a
‘local’ area. Coaxial cable has a very ‘wide pipe
’.

That is, it is a high-capacity channel that can carry
digital data at up to 10 M bps, as well as more
than 100 analog TV signals. Internet access via
cable TV coax cable is faster than POTS and 100
times faster than ISDN service.
Fiber Optic Cable : Light Pulse
Twisted-pair wire and coaxial cable carry data as
electrical signals. Fiber optic cable carries data
as laser-generated pulses of light. Made up of
bundles of very thin, transparent, almost hair-like
fibers. Fiber optic cables transmit data more
inexpensively and much more quickly than do
copper wire transmission media.

The Internet backbone, the primary channels for
Internet transmissions, is mostly fiber optic
cable. In the time it takes to transmit a single
page of Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary over
twisted-pair copper wire (about 3 seconds), the
entire dictionary could be transmitted over a
single optic fiber.

Each time a communications company lays a
new fiber optic cable, the world is made a little
smaller. In 1956, the first transatlantic cable
carried 50 voice circuits.

Then, talking to someone in Europe was a rare
and expensive experience. Today, a single fiber
can carry over 32,000 voice and data
transmissions, the equivalent of 2.5 billion bits
per second. Nowadays, people call colleagues
in other countries or link up with international
computers as readily as they call home.
Another of the many advantages of fiber optic
cable is its contribution to data security .

It is much more difficult for a computer
criminal to intercept a signal sent over fiber
optic cable (via a beam of light) than it is over
copper wire (an electrical signal).
(Gedeon Langholz: pp. 316-360)

Part I. Comprehension Exercises
A. Put “T” for true and “F” for false statements. Justify

your answers.

T
………
1. A communications channel is the
facility by which data are transmitted between
locations in a computer network.

T
………
2. The word ‘baud’ may be used as
bits per second

F 3. All telephone companies offer voice………
grade service by twisted- pair wire.

F
………
4 .The ISDN service channel capacity is
about 100 times that of cable TV digital
service.

………
T 5. It is implied that ‘downstream rate’ is
the data communications rate from server
computer to client computer.

B. Choose a, b, c, or d which best completes
each item.
1.The unit of measure for the capacity of a data
communications channel is
a. bps
b. bytes per second
c. RAM units
d. megabits
2. Which of these terms is NOT used to refer to a
communications channel?
a. Link
b. Pipe
c. Tunnel
d. Line

3. As we understand from the text, an ISDN
modem
a. is a digital telecommunications standard for
data delivery over telephone lines
b. enables data communication over an ISDN
line
c. is an expansion bus for PC compatibles
d. enables individuals to access the Internet

4. According to the text
a. cable television systems originally were
designed to offer Internet access to subscribers
b. coaxial cable used along the ocean floor
increases signal distortion
c. cable television coax cable is identical with
POTS and ISDN service
d. coaxial cable is a shielded wire used as a
medium to transmit data between computers
and between computers and peripheral devices

5. Which of the following does the author
suggest as the meaning of the expression ‘the
Internet backbone’?
a. The thin, transparent, hair-like fibers
b. The primary channels for Internet
transmissions
c. Data carried as laser-generated pulses of light
d. Data transmitted inexpensively and fast

6. A 56,000 bits-per-second channel is the same
as
a. a 56 kbps pipe
b. a 56 K-bps line
c. a dual 28000x2 K-bps line
d. a single-channel ADSL

C. Answer the following questions orally.
1. How is a communications channel evaluated?
2. What is the function of coaxial cable?
3. How is fiber optic cable distinguished from
twisted-pair wire and coaxial cable?
4. Why is it more difficult for a computer criminal to
tap into a fiber optic cable than into a copper
telephone line?
5. What are the advantages of fiber optic cable over
other data communications channels?

Part 11. Language Practice
A. Choose a, b, c, or d which best
completes each item.
1. Laser-generated light pulses are transmitted

through ……….
a. coaxial cable
c. twisted-pair wire

b. glass fibers
d. copper wire

2. The data communications rate from client
computer to server computer is referred to as
………
a. upstream rate b. downstream rate
c. uploading
d. downloading

3. ……. refers to a digital telecommunications
standard for data delivery over twisted-pair
lines with downstream transmission speeds up
to 9Mbps.
a. Audio mail
b. Asynchronous transmission
c. Accelerated graphics port
d. Asymmetric digital subscriber line

4. ……… is the standard voice-grade telephone
service common in homes and business.
a. Cable television b. ISDN
c. POTS
d. Coaxial cable

5. A digital telecommunications standard for
data delivery over twisted- pair lines with
transmission speeds up to 128 K bps is known
as
a. integrated services digital network
b. integrated information system
c. intercompany networking
d. Internet service provider

B. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form
of the words given.
1. Telecommute
a. telecommuting is commuting via a
communications link between home and
office.
b. People at certain levels of management or in
certain jobs, especially light-tech jobs, can
telecommute
and work
at home at least part time.

c. Some companies offer the telecommuting option
to all employees.
d. Ten years ago a few people with special
circumstances were allowed to telecommute .
2. Contribute
a. Many consider Ada Lavelace the first
programmer because of her contribution to the
theory behind Babbage’s calculators.
b. George Boole contributed the concepts of
symbol logic and Boolean algebra, which are
the bases for the modern computer.

3. Wire
a . Wireless
communication lets users take the PC
and a notebook link with them to the conference
room, the boss’s office, poolside, or wherever they
go within the range of the wireless link.
b. The 1998 Olympics in Nagano were the perfect
venue for widespread use of wireless networks.
Many sites at the games were temporary or
difficult to wire
and were thus made-to-order
situations for wireless networks.
c. Twisted-pair wire is a pair of insulated copper
wires twisted around each other for use in
transmission of telephone conversations and for
cabling in local area networks.

4. Transfer
a. To transfer information from a tape to the
memory, the tape is mounted on a tape drive.
b. Echo refers to a host computer’s re- transference
of
characters to the sending device.
c. Tape drives differ from each other by the
transfer
rate they have.
d. The results of calculations are transferred to the
memory from the ALU.

5. Insulate
a. Insulation is required to keep electrical conductors
separated from each other and from other nearby
objects.
b. Insulating materials are very stable under ordinary
circumstances.
c. insulator failures account for a high percentage of
equipment troubles on computer systems.
d. The conductors used in the cords to appliances
may be insulated with rubber or plastics.

C. Fill in the blanks with the following words.
processors
bridge
information
referred
remote
devices
In a data communications system, workstations
remote
and other
I/O devices
are linked with
processors
one or more
to capture information
input data and
receive output
Connecting equipment
and software,referred
sometimes
to as interface
elements, arebridge
used to
the different
devices
operating environments of these
I/O
and processors.

D. Put the following sentences in the right
order to form a paragraph . Write the
corresponding letters in the boxes provided.
a. All over the world, cable companies are
updating their cable infrastructure to
enable them to offer Internet access to
subscribers.
b. Cable television systems originally were
designed to deliver television signals to
subscribers’ homes.

c.

Linking to cable TV for Internet access
requires a cable modem.
d. Cable Internet access companies are
offering 1 M bps to 10 M bps service,
significantly faster than POTS service and
only slightly more expensive.
e. However, this same coaxial cable can be
used to provide high-speed Internet
access at reasonable prices.
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Section Two: Further Reading

High-Speed Wireless Communication
high-speed communications channels do not have to
be wires or fibers. Data can also be transmitted
via microwave signals or radio signals.
Transmission of these signals is line-of-sight; that
is, the signal travels in a straight line from source
to destination.
Microwave signals are transmitted between
transceivers.

Because microwave signals do not bend around the
curvature of the earth, signals may need to be relayed
several times by microwave repeater stations before
reaching their destination. Repeater stations are
placed on the tops of mountains, tall buildings, and
towers, usually about 30 miles apart.

Satellites eliminate the line-of-sight limitation
because microwave signals are bounced off
satellites, avoiding buildings, mountains, and
other signal obstructions. One of the advantages
of satellites is that data can be transmitted from
one location to any number of other locations
anywhere on (or near) our planet.

Satellites are routinely launched into orbit for the
sole purpose of relaying data communications
signals to and from earth stations. A satellite,
which uses microwave signals and is essentially a
repeater station, is launched and set in a
geosynchronous orbit 22,300 miles above the
earth. A geosynchronous orbit permits the
communications satellite to maintain a fixed
position relative to the earth’s surface. Each
satellite can receive and retransmit signals to
slightly less than half of the earth’s surface;
therefore, three satellites are required to cover the
earth effectively (see Figure 10-1).

PCs Communicating Without Wires
PCs in the office and on the road can be linked via
wireless connections. One of the greatest
challenges and biggest expenses in a computer
network is the installation of the physical links
between its components. The wireless transceiver
provides an alternative to running a permanent
physical line (twisted-pair wire, coaxial cable, or
fiber optic cable). Two PC-based wireless
transceivers, each about the size of a thick credit
card, replace a physical line between any source
and destination.

When using transceivers, the source computer
transmits digital signals to its transceiver, which,
in turn, retransmits the signals over radio waves
to the other transceiver. Transceivers provide
users with tremendous flexibility in the location of
PCs and terminals in a network; however, the
flexibility advantage is offset by the

transceivers’ limited channel capacity (about
115 K bps). Also, the number of terminals/PCs
that can be linked via transceivers is limited by
the frequencies allotted for this purpose.

The 1998 Olympics in Nagano were the perfect
venue for widespread use of wireless networks.
Many sites at the games were temporary or
difficult to wire and were thus made-to-order
situations for wireless networks. Wireless
networks allowed judges, statisticians, and
journalists to move with the action within and
between venues.

Common Carriers
It is impractical for individuals and companies to
string their own fiber optic cable between distant
locations. It is also impractical for them to set
their own satellites in orbit, although some have.
Therefore, most people and companies turn to
communications common carriers, such as AT&T,
MCI, and Sprint, to provide communications
channels for data transmission. Organizations
pay communications common carriers for private
or switched data communications service.

A private line (or leased line) provides a dedicated data
communications channel between any two points in a
computer network. The charge for a private line is
based on channel capacity (bps) and distance.
A switched line (or dial-up line) is available strictly on
a time-and- distance charge, similar to a longdistance telephone call. You (on your computer) make
a connection by ‘dialing up’ a computer, then a
modem sends and receives data. Switched lines offer
greater flexibility than do private lines because they
allow you to link up with any communications- ready
computer. A regular telephone line is a switched line.
(Gedeon Langholz: pp.3 I6-360)

Comprehension Exercises
A. Choose a, b, c, or d which best completes each item.
1. The passage contains information that would answer
which of the following questions about satellites?
I. How can the line-of-sight limitation be eliminated?
II. How are data communications signals relayed to and
from earth stations?
III. Why is a repeater station set in a geosynchronous orbit?
a. I only
b. II only
c. II and Ill only
d. I, II, and III

2. The passage suggests that
a. the wireless transceiver cannot provide an
inexpensive, efficient wireless connection
b. the wireless transceiver is an efficient replacement for
a physical line between any source and destination
c. physical links between the components of a computer
network have proved satisfactory
d. physical links between the components of a computer
are an ever-increasing challenge

3. According to the text ,…….
a. signals transmitted to the computer transceiver are,
in turn, transmitted to other transceivers
b. transceivers are not versatile enough to satisfy users
c. signals with specific frequencies are applied to
various terminals
d. transceivers’ channel capacity is high enough to be
offset by their flexibility disadvantage

4. Which of the following expressions could best be
substituted for ‘venue’ without substantially changing
the author’s meaning?
a. The place where trial is held
b. The county where a legal action takes place
c. The place of an exhibition
d. The locale of a gathering

5. Which of the following statements is NOT correct?
a. The widespread use of wireless network in Nagano
was a success.
b. The individuals and companies subscribe
communications common carriers.
c. Companies usually set their own satellites.
d. Individuals do not string their own fiber optic cables
between distant locations.

6. Which of the following words could best be
substituted for ‘string’?
a. Minimize
b. Extend
c. Fluctuate
d. Isolate

B. Write the answers to the following questions in the
spaces provided.
1. What is line-of-sight transmission?
2. What part do transceivers play in wireless
transmission?
3. Why are three satellites needed to cover the whole
earth?
4. What is a dedicated data communications channel?
5. Which do organizations usually prefer a private line
or a switched line and why?

Section Three : Translation Activities

A. Translate the following passage into Persian.

Satellite Communications Systems
Most new communications satellites are placed in
geosynchronous orbits. This means that the speed and
position of the satellite is such that it appears to be
stationary to an observer on the earth’s surface, a
ground station antenna, for example . A

geosynchronous orbit is one approximately 22,000
mi or 35,400 km above the earth’s surface and in a
plane that includes the equator.

At such a height a satellite’s ‘natural’ speed is
just right to keep it in synchronism with the
rotation of the earth.
If a satellite is not in geosynchronous orbit,
communicating earth antennas must be
equipped with sophisticated, expensive
tracking equipment to keep them aimed at the
satellite. Even with geosynchronous satellites,
slight adjustments in the aim of earth station
antennas are necessary from time to time: a
satellite may ‘wander’ in its orbit to a slight
degree, over time.

A satellite vehicle must provide a source of
energy to operate the communications
equipment that it carries. At present such
energy is provided by means of solar cells
mounted on large panels attached to the
vehicle. The construction of the vehicle and the
solar panels of modern satellites is such that
the entire surface of the panels face the sun at
times. Energy levels of the order of several
kilowatts are now possible. By contrast, units
launched in 1965 could provide only 40W to
their communication equipment.

The actual transmission links between a
communications satellite and its several earth
stations utilize the medium of narrow-beam
microwave electromagnetic radiation. The
transmission from an earth station up to a satellite
is called an uplink. And the transmission down
from satellite to earth is over a downlink. Some
satellites operate with so-called C-band links: 6GHz uplinks and 4-GHz downlinks. The Ku-band
is another satellite assignment: 14-GHz uplink
and 12-GHz downlink. In the K-band, uplink
frequencies are 29 to 30 GHz, and downlink, 19 to
20 GHz.

B. Find the Persian equivalents of the following terms and
expressions and write them in the spaces provided.
 asymmetric digital subscriber line bandwidth
 baud
 channel capacity
 coaxial cable
 common carrier
 communications channel
 dial up line
 down link
 downstream rate

 fiber optic cable

 geosynchronous orbit
 integrated service digital network
 private line
 switched line transceiver
 twisted-pair wire
 uplink
 upstream rate
 voice-grade service

